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Remote sensing of dust aerosols in the IR
Why study aerosols in the infrared ?
Observations available daytime and nighttime, over ocean and over land (desert)
Access to the mean aerosol layer altitude
10 µm : essentially detection of dust aerosol coarse mode (CMo)
Bring constraint to the radiative forcing determination

Method:
Based on Look-Up-Tables (LUT)
1. Radiative transfer simulations (performed off-line):
Input parameters:

4A-OP/DISORT

LUT

OPAC

2. Two-steps inversion => proximity recognition within the Look Up Table
determination of the atmospheric state (temperature, water profile)
Simultaneous retrieval of both aerosol properties (AOD, altitude, effective radius)
Pierangelo et al. 2004, ACP; Pierangelo et al. 2005, GRL; Peyridieu et al. 2010, ACP; Peyridieu et al.
2013, ACP; Capelle et al. 2013, ACPD.

IASI-derived products :
10 µm AOD
6 years (2007-2013) of monthly 10 µm coarse mode AOD on the
tropics.
Westward dust transport well reproduced.
Example of climatology

IASI-derived products :
Mean altitude
6 years (2007-2013) of monthly mean altitude on the tropics over
sea.

AERONET stations used for the evaluation

Tropics

Persian Gulf
(zoom)

⇒ 38 AERONET sites selected to evaluate IASI aerosols retrievals from July 2007
to June 2013 (when AERONET 500 nm coarse mode AOD data are available).
⇒ Comparisons are made over boxes of size ~1.5°X1.5°

IASI-derived 10 µm AOD evaluation over sea
Comparison with AERONET coarse-mode AOD at 500nm

Solar Village f=0.60

Capo Verde f=0.54

Tenerife (ST) f=1.34

Comparing visible to 10 µm AODs is not
trivial:
the metric is not the same
the relationship depends on an accurate
IASI
AERONET knowledge on the size distribution and
La Parguera f=0.65 of the particle size.
comparisons are made after applying,
site by site, a scaling factor to visible
AERONET CMo AOD
Mean ratio IR/VIS 0.6±0.17 consistent
f=0.58 with expected values (slightly smaller than
Ragged Point
“theoretical”)

Karachi

given this “scaling factor” estimated
once for all for each site, the
f=0.57 comparisons show good agreement
between IASI and the coarse-mode
estimates of visible AERONET CMo AOD

IASI-derived 10 µm AOD evaluation over sea
Taylor diagram (normalized) summarizes:
• the correlation between IASI and AERONET AOD
• the ratio of their variances (i.e how the amplitude of
the seasonal variations are similar).
• the RMS difference

Box-and-whiskers » plots allow
characterizing the distribution of the
differences between the two patterns.
Here, the overall distribution (right)
shows almost no skewness.

713 items give an overall correlation of 0.88
overall normalized standard deviation of 0.96
Low correlation or normalized standard deviation far from 1 can be due to:
⇒Too few AERONET data (overall mean= 31 items per site for 66 months)
⇒Too weak mean AOD (<0.08 for all the period in IR)
⇒complex aerosol situations due to a variety of sources (e.g. improper used of MITR model)
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differences between the two patterns.
Here, the overall distribution (right)
shows almost no skewness.

713 items give an overall correlation of 0.88
overall normalized standard deviation of 0.96
Low correlation or normalized standard deviation far from 1 can be due to:
⇒Too few AERONET data (overall mean= 31 items per site for 66 months)
⇒Too weak mean AOD (<0.08 for all the period in IR)
⇒complex aerosol situations due to a variety of sources (e.g. improper used of MITR model)

IASI-derived 10 µm AOD evaluation over land
Comparison with AERONET coarse-mode AOD at 500nm
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f=0.71

f=0.37

mean IR/vis ratio = 0.55
582 items give a correlation of 0.74
overall normalized standard deviation of
0.87
smaller amplitude for almost all sites
with respect to AERONET reference
more level 1.5 AERONET (no final calibration) +
less AERONET data (monthly averages calculated only
from a few days of measurement).
large terrain heterogeneities lead to uncertainties on
surface properties (emissivity, temperature) and thus on
aerosol properties retrievals

IASI-derived altitude evaluation over sea
Comparison with CALIOP data (monthly, 3°
°x3°
°)
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Over sea:
Mean difference IASI/CALIOP of ~450m
925 items give a correlation of 0.78
overall normalized standard deviation of 1.03
satisfactory results given :
the ≠definition of the two altitude products
the different space-time resolutions
the sensitivity of IASI lower to altitude
than to AOD
Over land (desert): results are still not
satisfactory

Extension to extra-tropical locations
Steps required in order to extend the method to the extra-tropical latitude:
Identification of cloud-free spot
=> done
Identification of aerosol spot
=> done
Computing of LUT from extra-tropical atmospheres
=> done
Checking the validity of the method for midlat (channels selections, LUT sampling…)
VALIDATION: case of April 2008
Aerosol detection:
MODIS 550nm total AOD IASI aerosol cover
Aerosol retrieval:
Day 1 - 10
Day 1 - 10

=> ongoing

=> IASI 10µm CMo AOD compared with
AERONET 870nm total AOD at “Forth-

Crete"
Day 11 - 20

Day 11 - 20

Day 21 - 30

Day 21 - 30

(Israelevich et al., JGR, 2012)

Conclusion
Evaluation of 6 years of 10µm AOD and mean altitude retrieved from IASI against 38
AERONET sites and CALIOP data:
In general, the overall agreement between IASI and other data is satisfactory.
AOD:
over sea : good agreement with AERONET => correlation of 0.88 and normalized standard
deviation ~1 and IR/Vis ratio in the range of expected values)
weaker correlations for a few sites are due to: complex aerosol situation with a variety of
sources, AERONET “level 1.5” (not quality-assured), or missing AERONET data.
over land (desert) : correlation of 0.74 => these difficulties concern more sites + need to take
into account large terrain heterogeneities => to improve

Altitude (over sea only):
IASI matches CALIOP satisfactorily with a correlation of 0.78
in spite of : definition of the altitude, differences in the space-time resolutions, lower
sensitivity of IASI to altitude than to AOD)
over land work is in progress to solve remaining difficulties

This demonstrates the usefulness of IASI data as an additional constraint to a
better knowledge of the impact of aerosols on the climate system (see also
Capelle et al. 2013, ACPD).
Extension to extra-tropical situations:
Work is progress. First results are promising.
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Comparing visible to 10 µm AODs is not trivial:
the metric is not the same
the relationship depends on an accurate
knowledge on the size distribution and of the
particle size.
comparisons are made after applying, site by
site, a scaling factor to visible AERONET CMo
AOD
Mean ratio IR/VIS 0.6±0.17 consistent with
expected values (slightly smaller than “theoretical”)

given this “scaling factor” estimated once for all
f=0.58 for each site, the comparisons show good
Point
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estimates of visible AERONET CMo AOD
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